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Abstract In the present study, we investigated how brain
images affect metacomprehension judgments of neurosci-
ence research. Participants made a prereading judgment of
comprehension of the text topic and then read a text about
neuroimaging findings. In Experiment 1, participants read
text only or text accompanying brain images. In Experiment
2, participants read text accompanying bar graphs or text
accompanying brain images. Then participants were asked
to rate their comprehension of the text. Finally, they com-
pleted comprehension tests. The results of Experiment 1
showed that the text accompanying brain images was asso-
ciated with higher metacomprehension judgments than was
the text only, whereas the performance of the comprehen-
sion test did not differ between each condition. The results
of Experiment 2 showed that the text accompanying brain
images was associated not only with credibility of the text,
but also with higher metacomprehension judgments than
was the text accompanying the bar graphs, whereas the
performance of the comprehension test did not differ
between each condition. The findings suggest that the readers’
subjective judgments differ from actual comprehension.
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Neuroscientific information

Recently, the number of papers about neuroscience has
increased (e.g., Illes, Kirshen, & Gabrieli, 2003; Morein-
Zamir & Sahakin, 2010), and neuroscientific information
such as that portrayed by brain images seems to capture
people’s interest. However, interpreting the information
conveyed by brain images may be difficult for laypeople,
because the images are detailed and complex representations
conveying a large amount of visual information. Therefore,
brain images may not enhance the lay public’s understand-
ing of neuroscientific information. On the other hand, it has
been suggested that brain images affect judgment about
scientific credibility (Keehner, Mayberry, & Fischer, 2011;
McCabe & Castel, 2008).

McCabe and Castel (2008) examined the notion that
brain images affect readers’ perception of the credibility of
scientific reasoning. In their first experiment, after reading
text only (text-only condition), text with illustrative bar
graphs (bar graph condition), and text illustrated with brain
images (brain image condition), the participants judged the
credibility of the scientific reasoning in the materials. The
credibility rating was higher under the brain image condition
than under the text-only and bar graph conditions,
suggesting that people tend to perceive brain images as
plausible depictions of scientific information. This plausi-
bility effect may result from the realism and complexity of
brain images (Keehner et al., 2011).

Although people are apt to perceive brain images as
plausible, do people believe that they understand the infor-
mation presented by brain images? Do brain images affect
people’s subjective judgments of their comprehension (i.e.,
metacomprehension judgments)? An examination of this
issue is important because the monitoring of subjective
states plays an important role in self-regulated learning
(e.g., Anderson & Thiede, 2008; Thiede, Anderson, &
Therrialut, 2003). According to the region of proximal
learning framework, people stop trying to learn when they
believe that they will not obtain a learning effect even if they
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were to spend more time trying to do so (Metcalfe, 2011).
When metacomprehension judgments reflect actual compre-
hension, readers are learning effectively (Dunlosky &
Rawson, 2012). Therefore, if the presentation of brain im-
ages were to affect metacomprehension accuracy rather than
actual comprehension, people might be unable to appropri-
ately learn neuroscientific material. In the present study, we
focused on how brain images affect metacomprehension
judgments and actual comprehension.

Previous studies on metacomprehension have suggested
that the beliefs about a text format that readers hold before
they begin reading affect their metacomprehension judgment.
In particular, belief about multimedia presentations—that is,
the belief that illustrated text is understood better than
nonillustrated text— affects metacomprehension judgment.
Serra and Dunlosky (2010) demonstrated that readers who
read text accompanied by conceptual diagrams or pho-
tographs judged their level of comprehension as higher
than did those who read text only, reflecting a multime-
dia belief among the participants. However, performance
on the comprehension test was higher for text accom-
panied by conceptual diagrams than for text only and
text accompanied by photographs. Therefore, this effect
on metacomprehension judgment occurred regardless of
whether the diagrams actually facilitated understanding
of the text. Thus, readers may judge their comprehension on
the basis of belief about multimedia presentations. Previous
studies have suggested that people believe that realistic
images improve their performance on tasks such as
detecting changes (e.g., Levin, Momen, Drivdahl, &
Simons, 2000; Smallman & St. John, 2005). If so, the
format in which neuroscientific information is presented
may affect not only the credibility of neuroscientific
information, but also metacomprehension judgment, because
brain images are realistic.

In contrast, the effect of brain images on actual compre-
hension may be different from this expectation. Specifically,
it is possible that brain images do not facilitate the under-
standing of text. Many previous studies concerning the
effects of multimedia presentation have suggested that when
diagrams are related to text content, the diagrams help
readers to understand the text (e.g., Harp & Mayer, 1997,
1998; Iwaki, 2000; Serra, 2010). However, complex dia-
grams may not facilitate understanding of the text even
when they are related to textual content. Readers may not
process all of the elements of complex diagrams but may,
instead, select relevant pictorial information and disregard
irrelevant information (Mayer, 2009). Therefore, more com-
plex diagrams require the reader to allocate more resources
for processing their content, and as a result, comprehension
of the text may not be facilitated.

Diagrams with many elements were found to greatly
overload working memory despite their direct relationship

to text content (Carlson, Chandler, & Sweller, 2003).
Butcher (2006) investigated how simple and complex dia-
grams affected comprehension by using text describing the
function of the heart. Participants read text only, text with a
simple diagram (i.e., a line drawing of the heart), or text
with a complex diagram (i.e., a realistic diagram of the
heart). Performance on a comprehension test was higher
among those reading text with a simple diagram than among
those reading text only, and comprehension among those
reading text with a complex diagram was equal to that
among those reading text only. These results suggest that
even when illustrations are related to text content, complex
diagrams do not facilitate the comprehension of text.

Given these multimedia effects on comprehension, the bias
in favor of the value of brain images in metacomprehension
judgment may conflict with the effect of brain images on
actual comprehension. In the present study, we investigated
how brain images affect metacomprehension judgment and
actual comprehension.

Experiment 1

In Experiment 1, we investigated the effect of brain images
on metacomprehension judgment by comparing reading text
only with reading text accompanied by brain images. We
expected that the metacomprehension judgment for reading
text associated with brain images would be more positive
than that for reading text only. Additionally, if the belief in
brain images were to affect metacomprehension judgment,
readers might perceive text with brain images as being more
comprehensible before reading, and this judgment might not
change after reading. In contrast, performance on a compre-
hension test might not differ between conditions if complex
diagrams did not actually help readers to understand text.

Method

Participants and design

Sixty undergraduate students participated in the experiment.
All participants were native Japanese speakers. A 2 (format:
text only, brain image) × 2 (judgment type: prereading,
postreading) mixed design was used. Participants were ran-
domly assigned to the text-only or brain image condition,
with 30 participants assigned to each condition.

Materials

The learning material consisted of a booklet containing
practice and critical texts, diagrams, comprehension ratings,
and comprehension tests. We used one practice text (brain
activity when telling a lie) and one expository text (brain
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activity in patients with depression). The practice text
consisted of one paragraph, and the critical text consisted
of six paragraphs. Each paragraph was approximately 300
letters in length. Under the text-only condition, the practice
text and each of the six paragraphs of critical text were
printed as one paragraph per page. Under the brain image
condition, the practice text and each of the six paragraphs of
critical text were printed on a single page with its corre-
sponding brain image. The brain images depicted informa-
tion about brain activity that was discussed in the text, and
no information that was not mentioned in the text was
presented (Fig. 1). High brain activation was indicated by
red, and low activation by blue. The locations of the brain
areas presented in the six pages did not necessarily correct
because all brain images were unified as side view form.
Comprehension was tested using one detail and one infer-
ence multiple-choice question on the practice trial and two
detail and two inference multiple-choice questions for each
paragraph (total of 24 questions) on the critical trial.
Answers to the detail questions required memory of the
textual content, whereas the inference questions could not
be answered on the basis of specific information in the text
but required inference.

Procedure

Participants were tested in one group. First, participants
completed the practice trial. Although the practice and
critical trials used the same condition, participants were
not informed about the text format. Before reading the
text, participants were asked, “How well do you think
you understand brain activity when someone is telling a
lie?” Answers were given on a scale ranging from
0 (very poorly) to 100 (very well). Participants had
5 min to read the practice text only or the practice text
with the brain images, after which they were asked,

“How well do you think you understood the text?”
Answers were given on a scale ranging from 0 (very
poorly) to 100 (very well). Then the participants com-
pleted the comprehension test for the practice text.

Next, participants completed the critical trial. Although
participants were not informed about the text format, they
knew the format through the practice trial. Participants were
asked, “How well do you think you understand brain activ-
ity in patients with depression?” After prereading judgment,
participants read the critical text under the text-only condi-
tion or the critical text with the brain images. The text was
presented paragraph by paragraph, and the time allowed for
reading each paragraph was 5 min. After reading all six
paragraphs, participants rated their comprehension of the
critical text and then completed the comprehension test for
the text.

Results and discussion

We initially conducted t-tests to evaluate differences in
the practice trial comprehension test performance and
metacomprehension judgments between the two condi-
tions (Table 1). One participant did not respond to the
question eliciting a postreading judgment and was ex-
cluded from the analysis. There were no differences in
the comprehension test performance, prereading judg-
ment, and postreading judgment between the two con-
ditions for the practice trial, ts < 1.43, ps > .15.

Comprehension test performance

We conducted a 2 (format: text only, brain image) × 2 (test
type: detail, inference) mixed ANOVA to evaluate differ-
ences in comprehension test performances (Table 1). The
main effect of format and the interaction between format and
judgment type were not significant, F(1, 58) = 3.17, p = .08,

Fig. 1 Examples of diagrams (the captions were translated from Japanese into English). a Example of a brain image. b Example of a bar graph
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ηp
2 = .005; F(1, 58) = 0.47, p = .50, ηp

2 = .008, whereas the
main effect of test type was significant, F(1, 58) =
27.87, p < .001, ηp

2 = .33, with higher scores on the
detail questions than on the inference questions. In
contrast, the performance on the comprehension test
did not differ significantly between the brain image
condition and the text-only condition. This result is
consistent with findings reported by Bucher (2006).
Thus, the brain images, which were complex diagrams,
did not help readers to understand the text.

Metacomprehension judgment

Using a 2 (format: text only, brain image) × 2 (judg-
ment type: prereading, postreading) mixed ANOVA, we
evaluated differences in metacomprehension judgment
between the two conditions (Fig. 2). The main effect
of judgment type and the interaction between format
and judgment type were not significant, F(1, 58) =
1.84, p = .18, ηp

2 = .03; F(1, 58) = 0.06, p = .81,
ηp

2 = .001, whereas the main effect of format was
significant, F(1, 41) = 6.22, p < .05, ηp

2 = .08. This
result indicates that metacomprehension judgment under
the brain image condition was higher than that under

the text-only condition. Thus, readers perceived that
they understood the text better when it was presented
with brain images than when it was presented as text
only. Given that the practice and critical trials were
given under the same conditions and that prereading
judgments during the practice trial did not differ be-
tween the two conditions, we can conclude that this
effect resulted from the presentation of brain images.
Because no difference was found in actual comprehen-
sion between the brain image and text-only conditions,
this suggests that the metacomprehension judgment dif-
fered from the actual comprehension. Furthermore, giv-
en that no difference was observed between prereading
and postreading judgments of comprehension, it appears
that readers held the belief even before reading that
brain images would enhance their comprehension and
that this belief was maintained during reading despite
the fact that they did not actually understand the mate-
rial better than those under the text-only condition.

Absolute metacomprehension accuracy

We examined absolute metacomprehension accuracy,
which is the difference between metacomprehension
judgment and actual comprehension. Accuracy was cal-
culated as the square root of the squared value of the
subtraction between postreading judgment and total per-
formance of comprehension test (Mengelkamp &
Bannert, 2010). Thus, the maximum value is 1, and
0 indicates accurate metacomprehension. On the basis
of an evaluation using t-test, the accuracy under the
text-only condition (M = .19, SE = 0.03) was equal to
that under the brain image condition (M = .17, SE =
0.03), t(58) = 0.61, p = .55, d = 0.16, suggesting that
the presentation of brain images did not improve abso-
lute metacomprehension accuracy.

Experiment 2

In Experiment 1, metacomprehension judgment under the
brain image condition was higher than that under the text-

Table 1 Results of the practice and critical trials in Experiment 1

Practice Trial Critical Trial

Comprehension Test Performance Prereading Judgment Postreading Judgment Detail Questions Inference Questions

Text only 1.40 (0.10) 49.43 (2.64) 62.03 (4.24) .60 (0.04) .46 (0.03)

Brain image 1.23 (0.10) 54.33 (2.22) 68.77 (2.87) .65 (0.04) .55 (0.03)

Note. Values are presented as means (with standard errors of the means). Comprehension test performance (the score of combined detail and
inference questions) on the practice trial was used as a measure of comprehension, and values ranged from 0 to 2. Performance on detail and
inference questions on the critical trial was percentage of questions answered correctly.
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Fig. 2 Metacomprehension judgments under each condition in
Experiment 1 (error bars represent the standard errors)
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only condition. However, given the belief that a multimedia
presentation of material is more comprehensible than a text-
only presentation (Serra & Dunlosky, 2010), it is possi-
ble that the multimedia format could explain the higher
metacomprehension judgment under the brain image
condition. Therefore, in Experiment 2, we investigated
whether a difference in the format of a diagram (i.e., brain
image vs. bar graph) affects metacomprehension judgment.
Additionally, the effect of brain images on the credibility of
the text was also investigated in Experiment 2. We hypothe-
sized that readers who read the text with brain images would
express more credibility in the text and more confidence in
their comprehension, as compared with those who read the
text with bar graphs.

Method

Participants and design

Forty-six undergraduate students participated in the experi-
ment. All participants were native Japanese speakers. Three
participants were eliminated because they did not complete
the critical reading task. A 2 (format: bar graph, brain image) ×
2 (judgment type: prereading, postreading) mixed-factors
design was used. Participants were randomly assigned to
the bar graph (20 participants) or brain image (23 par-
ticipants) condition.

Materials

The learning materials consisted of a booklet containing
practice and critical texts, diagrams, comprehension rat-
ings, and comprehension tests. The texts were the same
as those in Experiment 1. Under the bar graph condi-
tion, the practice text and one corresponding bar graph
were printed on one page, and six critical paragraphs
and six bar graphs corresponding to these paragraphs
were printed on six separate pages. The material under
the brain image condition was the same as in
Experiment 1. The bar graphs and brain images presented
the same information about brain activity, with high activation
shown in red and low activation shown in blue (Fig. 1). The

comprehension tests were the same as those used in
Experiment 1.

Procedure

The procedure was the same as in Experiment 1, except in
the following respects. Participants under the bar graph
condition read the text accompanied by bar graphs, and
those under the brain image condition read the same text
accompanied by brain images. After reading the six para-
graphs of the critical text, participants were asked to judge
their comprehension, as in Experiment 1, as well as the
credibility of the text, using a scale ranging from 0 (very
poor) to 100 (excellent).

Results and discussion

On the basis of t-tests that evaluated differences in
comprehension test performance and metacomprehension
judgments between the two conditions in the practice
trial (Table 2), comprehension test performance and
prereading judgment did not differ between the bar
graph and brain image conditions, ts < 1.47, ps > .14.
In contrast, postreading judgment was higher in the
brain image condition than in the bar graph condition,
t(41) = 2.78, p < .01, d = 0.87.

Comprehension test performance

Using a 2 (format: bar graph, brain image) × 2 (test type:
detail, inference) mixed ANOVA, we evaluated the differ-
ence in the comprehension test performances (Table 2). The
main effect of format and the interaction between format and
judgment type were not significant, F(1, 41) = 0.29, p = .59,
ηp

2 = .007; F(1, 41) = 2.33, p = .14, ηp
2 = .05, whereas the

main effect of test type was significant, F(1, 41) = 24.70, p <
.001, ηp

2 = .38. As in Experiment 1, the performance on
detail questions was higher than that on inference questions.
Additionally, the comprehension test scores were equal un-
der both the bar graph and brain image conditions. Thus, the
brain images were not more helpful than the bar graphs in
terms of readers’ understanding of the text.

Table 2 Results of practice and critical trials in Experiment 2

Practice Trial Critical Trial

Comprehension Test
Performance

Prereading
Judgment

Postreading
Judgment

Detail
Questions

Inference
Questions

Credibility
of Text

Bar graph 1.20 (0.09) 58.80 (3.33) 64.15 (5.25) .82 (0.03) .65 (0.03) 55.50 (4.58)

Brain image 1.26 (0.09) 62.65 (2.31) 79.70 (2.53) .80 (0.05) .71 (0.03) 68.22 (3.36)

Note. Values are presented as means (with standard errors of the means). The value ranges were the same as in Experiment 1 (see Table 1).
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Credibility of the text

With regard to the credibility of the text, we conducted
a t-test to evaluate differences in the responses between
the two conditions (Table 2). The format had a signif-
icant effect on the credibility rating, t(41) = 2.20, p <
.05, d = 0.69. Specifically, the credibility of the text
was rated higher when accompanied by brain images
than when it was presented with bar graphs. This find-
ing is consistent with results reported by McCabe and
Castel (2008) and indicates that brain images tend to be
perceived as more credible than bar graphs.

Metacomprehension judgment

Differences in comprehension ratings between the con-
ditions were evaluated using a 2 (format: bar graph,
brain image) × 2 (judgment type: prereading,
postreading) mixed ANOVA (Fig. 3). The main effect
of judgment type and the interaction between format
and judgment type were not significantly different be-
tween the conditions, F(1, 41) = 0.09, p = .76, ηp

2 =
.002; F(2, 82) = 2.57, p = .12, ηp

2 = .06, whereas the
main effect of format differed significantly, F(1, 41) =
4.82, p < .05, ηp

2 = .11. Thus, in both the prereading
and postreading estimations, readers exposed to the
brain images judged their comprehension as being bet-
ter, as compared with those who saw the bar graphs, as
in Experiment 1. Because no difference in comprehen-
sion test performance was found between the brain
image and bar graph conditions, it was clear that
metacomprehension judgments conflicted with actual
comprehension level.

Absolute metacomprehension accuracy

Absolute metacomprehension accuracy was calculated in
the same way as in Experiment 1, and differences in accu-
racy between the two conditions were evaluated by t-test.
The accuracy under the bar graph condition (M = .22, SE =
.03) was equal to that under the brain image condition (M =
.16, SE = .02), t(41) = 1.31, p = .20, d = 0.41. Thus, there
was a bias in metacomprehension judgment regardless of
the text format. Additionally, the difference in format did
not affect absolute metacomprehension accuracy. Thus, the
presentation of brain images did not improve accuracy, as in
Experiment 1.

General discussion

In the present study, we investigated how brain images
affect metacomprehension judgment and actual comprehen-
sion. In Experiment 1, metacomprehension judgments by
participants who were exposed to brain images were higher
than those by participants who saw text only. In Experiment
2, metacomprehension judgments by participants who saw
brain images were higher than those by participants who
viewed bar graphs. These effects were evident in prereading
ratings and were not modified by actual reading.
Additionally, text that was accompanied by brain images
was perceived as being more credible than text that was
accompanied by bar graphs. Thus, the format of the
neuroscientific information affected not only the
metacomprehension judgment about the text, but also
the credibility of the information.

On the other hand, no differences in comprehension
test performance were observed between the conditions
in Experiments 1 and 2, indicating that the brain images
did not help readers to understand the text. Furthermore,
metacomprehension judgment differed from actual compre-
hension, indicating that participants were not accurately gaug-
ing their actual comprehension when they offered judgments
of their comprehension. Although brain images include infor-
mation that can assist in the comprehension of neuroscientific
data (e.g., location and extent of activation), the interpretation
of this information requires some expertise in neuroscience.
Because our participants were not experts in neuroscience, the
brain images did not facilitate their comprehension.

Metacomprehension judgments and perceived credibility
may influence each other, such that beliefs about credibility
may lead to higher ratings of comprehension and high
ratings of comprehension may increase the credibility of
neuroscientific information. Indeed, metacomprehension
judgments at prereading and postreading were associated
with ratings of credibility (prereading, r = .34, p < .05;
postreading, r = .55, p < .001). However, the present study
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Fig. 3 Metacomprehension judgments under each condition in
Experiment 2 (error bars represent the standard errors)
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did not examine this relationship, which is a topic for future
research.

Additionally absolute metacomprehension accuracy under
the brain image condition did not differ from that under the
text-only or bar graph conditions. This result suggests that
presenting brain images, which are believed to improve com-
prehension, did not improve absolute metacomprehension
accuracy. The bias in metacomprehension judgments occurred
regardless of the text format, and participants did not judge
their comprehension on the basis of their actual comprehen-
sion. Thus, readers might not have been able to effectively use
strategies for learning neuroscientific information despite the
presence of brain images.

In conclusion, the present study suggests that reading text
presented along with brain images leads to higher
metacomprehension judgment, as compared with reading-
only text or text presented with bar graphs. These data
mirror those on the credibility of neuroscientific informa-
tion. However, metacomprehension judgments did not re-
flect actual comprehension, and we found no difference in
this regard according to format. In addition, absolute
metacomprehension accuracy did not improve when brain
images were presented. Although brain images tend to be
preferred over other formats for the presentation of neuro-
scientific information, they may not be as useful as laypeo-
ple believe for this type of learning.
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